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1. 
This invention relates to improvements in key 

holders; and the invention has reference, more 
particularly, to a novel combined key holder and 
clip whereby the same may be detachably se 
cured to the mouth portion of a pocket wall for 
suspending the keys thereon within the pocket 
interior. 
The invention has for an object to provide a 

novel construction of combined key holder and 
clip comprising a carrier member formed from 
suitable material, preferably from wire or me 
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in the above described views, to indicate corre 
Sponding parts. 

0. 

tallic or other strip material, to provide an elon 
gated Open frame having spaced top and bottom 
bars joined by closed ends which form end loops, 
the top bar being formed to provide a clip loop 
portion intermediate its ends and disposed to 
extend downwardly therefrom, and substantially 
perpendicular thereto, across the frame opening 
beyond and so as to overlap the bottom bar; said 
bottom bar being provided with snap hook means 
dependent therefrom and engageable by keys de 
sired to be mounted on the holder; all whereby, 
in use, the carrier member and suspended keys 
thereon may be inserted in a pocket of a hand 
bag, or a garment or other pocket, behind the 
front wall thereof, and with the clip portion en 
gaged Over the Outer face of said wall so as to 
releasably grip the pocket wall between the same 
and the carrier frame, whereby the keys are 
safely and securely carried in the pocket without 
possibility of becoming scattered and mingled 
with other objects deposited within the same, and 
yet conveniently accessible for quick and easy 
removal from the pocket when use thereof is 
desired. 
Other objects of this invention, not at this 

time more particularly enumerated, will be un 
derstood from the following detailed description 
of the same. 

Illustrative embodiments of this invention are 
shown in the accompanying drawings, in which: 

Fig. 1 is a fragmentary perspective view of an 
open hand bag having a pocket to the wall of 
which the novel key holder according to this 
invention is detachably connected, so as to sus 
pend keys carried thereby within the pocket in 
terior. 

Fig. 2 is a fragmentary vertical sectional view, 
taken on line 2-2 in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 3 is a perspective view of the key holder 
per se, in the embodiment form thereof shown 
in Figs. and 2. . 

Fig. 4 is a front elevational view of a modified 
form of key holder according to this invention. 

Similar characters of reference are employed 
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In the drawing, the reference character to 
indicates a lady's hand bag, having contiguous to 
a body part thereof a pocket face wall i? which 

inds an upwardly open pocket 2 behind said 
W8. 
The novel combined key holder and clip, in one 

illustrative embodiment thereof, as shown in Figs. 
1 to 3 inclusive, comprises a carrier member 
formed from suitable material, such as wire or 
metallic or other strip material, to provide an 
elongated open frame F having a top bar 3 ter 
minating at its opposite ends in transverse end 
portions which form end loops 4, from and be 
tween the lower portions thereof extends a bot 
tombar 5 which is disposed in spaced apart par 
allel relation to said top bar 3. Preferably the 
frame thus constituted is made from a single 
length of wire, and so wrought that its upper part 
forms the top bar 3 which terminates in said end 
loops 4. Disposed to extend from said end loops 
4, one toward the other, are the bottom bar 
forming portions f, the respective extremities 
5'-5' of which meet and thus form the com 

plete frame bottom bar. Preferably, although not 
necessarily, said extremities are soldered, brazed 
or welded together. The middle part of the frame 
top bar 3 is bent into a closed clip loop forma 
tion f6, the arms 6'-6' of which cross each 
other and merge with the top bar forming ex 
tensions. Said clip loop formation 6 is disposed 
to extend downwardly from the top bar 3 across 
the frame opening and substantially parallel in 
plane therewith, so that its free end portion over 
laps the bottom bar 5. Said loop formation thus 
provides a resilient clip member tensioned toward 
the bottom bar. 

Before the meeting ends 5' and 5' of the bot 
tom bar portions are secured together, the sus 
pension eyes of snap hook elements is are 
threaded thereon, so as to depend from the bottom 
bar 5. Any desired number of such suspended 
snap hook elements 8 may be provided accord 
ing to key carrying capacity desired to be fur 
nished. Keys 9 to be carried are snapped into 
the snap hook elements f so as to be suspended 
from the carrier frame thereby, in a manner. Well 
known. 
In order to prevent the suspended keys from 

riding around the frame end portions, it is pref 
erable to provide stop means in connection with 
said frame end loop portions. To this end the 
intermediate parts of said frame end loop por 
tions are deformed to provide stop loops 20 to 



... 3 
project within the frame interior, whereby 
ment of the eyes of the snap hook elements 
around the frame end portions and beyond the 
bottom bar 5 is arrested. 
To apply the holder to a pocket, such e. g. as 

the pocket 2 of the hand bag 0, the body of the 
carrier frame with the snap hook element 
suspended keys 9 thereon is slid through the 
mouth of the pocket and into the interior thereof 
behind the face wall thereof, and in such 
manner that the clip member 6 passes Over the 
exterior side of said face wall , so that the 
mouth bordering body portion of the latter is 
engaged and gripped between the bottom bar 5 of 
the carrier frame and said clip loop formation 6. 
When the holder is thus disposed, the top bar 3 
of the carrier frame is exposed at the pocket 

- mouth, so as to be easily accessible for grasping 
the holder, when it is desired to remove the same 
and the keys carried thereby from the pocket. 
It will be obvious that, when the holder is ap 
plied to the pocket wall in the manner described, 
the keys carried thereby will be suspended with 
in the pocket interior, and so tethered by the 
holder that all possibility of the keys becoming 
scattered and mingled with other objects con 
tained within the pocket interior is avoided, while 
at the same time although a secure retention of 
the keys against loss is afforded, nevertheless re 
moval of the keys from the pocket when use 
thereof is desired can be readily and conveniently 
accomplished. 
Another illustrative embodiment of key holder 

within the principles of this invention, but which 
is of somewhat simpler form, is shown in Fig. 4. 
In this modified form thereof, the carrier frame 
comprises a top bar 23, end loop portions 24 and 
bottom bar 25. The end loop portions 24 are 
preferably of semi-circular form. Snap hook 
elements 28 are mounted on the bottom bar for 
suspension therefron. The middle part of the 
top bar 23 is bent into an Open or U-shaped clip 
loop formation 26, disposed to extend downwardly 
from said top bar across the frame opening and 
substantially parallel in plane therewith, so that 
its free end portion Overlaps the bottom bar 25. 
Said clip loop formation 26 provides a resilient 
clip member tensioned toward the bottom bar, 
and in use, functions in substantially the same 
manner and for the same purposes as above set 
forth With respect to the clip member of the 
first described form of holder. 

Having now described my invention, I claim: 
1. A pocket clipping key holder comprising a 

single length of wire whereby to provide an 
elongated top bar, opposite end portions of the 
wire which extend from and beyond said top bar 
providing downwardly and inwardly turned end 
loops, said end loops terminating in end por 
tions extending toward each other in parallel 
spaced relation to said top bar and with their 
extremities abutted, whereby to conjointly pro 
vide a straight uninterrupted key supporting bot 
tom bar, and the intermediate portion of said top 
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4. bar having a clip loop portion disposed to extend 
perpendicularly downward therefrom, with its 
free end portion in overlapped relation to said 
bottom bar, said clip loop portion being adapted to 
tensionally engage said bottom bar, whereby to 
COOperate with the latter to receive and grip a 
pocket wall interposed therebetween. 

2. A pocket clipping key holder comprising a 
single length of wire whereby to provide an elone 
gated top bar, opposite end portions of the wire 
which extend from and beyond said top bar pro 
viding downwardly and inwardly turned end 
loops, said end loops terminating in end portions 
extending toward each other in parallel spaced 
relation to said top bar and with their extremi 
ties abutted, whereby to conjointly provide a 
straight uninterrupted bottom bar adapted to 
support key suspending means, the intermediate 
portion of said top bar having a clip loop portion 
disposed to extend perpendicularly downward 
therefrom, with its free end portion in over 
lapped relation to said bottom bar, said clip loop 
portion having crossed arms which are continua 
tions of said cop bar, Said clip loop portion being 
adapted to tensionally engage said bottom bar, 
Whereby to cooperate with the latter to receive 
and grip a pocket wall interposed therebetween. 

3. A pocket clipping key holder comprising a 
single length of Wire whereby to provide an 
elongated top bar, Opposite end portions of the 
wire which extend from and beyond said top bar 
providing downwardly and inwardly turned end 
loops, said end loops terminating in end portions 
extending toward each other in parallel spaced 
relation to said top bar and with their extremi 
ties abutted, whereby to conjointly provide a 
straight uninterrupted bottom bar adapted to 
support key Suspending means, the intermediate 
portion of said top bar having a clip loop portion 
disposed to extend perpendicularly downward 
therefrom, with its free end portion in overlapped 
relation to said bottom bar, said clip loop portion 
being adapted to tensionally engage said bottom . 
bar, whereby to cooperate with the latter to re 
ceive and grip a pocket wall interposed there 
between, and intermediate portions of said end 
loops having inwardly extending stop projections 
operative to prevent sliding displacement of key 
supporting means from said bottom bar. 
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